
Magnetic ceramic steel writing surface 
Oak-veneered back 
e3 certified 99% recyclable steel 
Adjustable flipchart hooks included Oak

1508 x 1960 x 500 708 x 1960 x 500

Code                                  Name Size w x h x d mm Weight kg

81095 Wood Mobile 708 x 1960 x 500 26

81027 Wood Mobile 1508 x 1960 x 500 34

I’ve followed cleaning recommendations, but are still having problem erasing
Whiteboard pens comes in many different qualities. Try to change to another brand. If you 
replace a bad pen remember to also change the eraser cloth.

I have an extra matte projection whiteboard and are having problem to erase
Our projection board are made for projection and only have limited writing/erasing 
functionality. Because of this we don’t recommend using it as a writing board.

Daily cleaning
Wipe the board using a Lintex whiteboard eraser or similar. Remember to replace or clean 
the eraser cloth regularly, otherwise your eraser will add old ink to the surface.

Deep cleaning
Clean the board carefully using water and a microfibre cloth. If the board is unusually dirty 
and stained, use a designated alcohol-based cleaning solution.

Warning — Never use a soap-based cleaning solution. This is the most common cause 
of erasing problems and smearing ink. Remember to instruct the person responsible for 
cleaning never to use a soap-based cleaning solution on your board.

FAQ
Someone has used a permanent marker on my board
Use water in combination with a microfibre cloth, this helps in most cases. If this is not 
sufficient, try using an alcohol-based cleaning solution.

I’ve followed cleaning recommendations, but are still having problem erasing
Whiteboard pens comes in many different qualities. Try to change to another brand. If you 
replace a bad pen remember to also change the eraser cloth.

I have an extra matte projection whiteboard and are having problem to erase
Our projection board are made for projection and only have limited writing/erasing 
functionality. Because of this we don’t recommend using it as a writing board.

Before using the board for the first time 
Remove any protective film and clean the board carefully using water and a microfibre cloth. 
Wipe the board completely dry before use.

Care & Maintenance

WOOD MOBILE WHITEBOARD
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